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Abstract. The isotopic composition of surface fluxes is a key environ-5

mental tracer currently estimated with variety of methods, including: Keel-6

ing mixing models, the flux gradient technique, and eddy covariance. We present7

a direct inter-comparison of these three methods used to estimate the iso-8

topic ratio of water vapor in surface fluxes (δET ) over half-hour periods, with9

a focus on the statistical uncertainty of each method (σδET ). We develop ex-10

pressions for σδET as a function of instrument precision, sample size, and at-11

mospheric conditions. Uncertainty estimators are validated with high frequency12

(1 Hz) data from multiple configurations of commercial off-axis integrated13

cavity output spectroscopy (ICOS) systems. We find measurement techniques14

utilizing the high frequency capabilities of ICOS system outperform those15

methods where a single average of the isotopic composition is obtained at16

each height, with improvements attributed to large sample counts and in-17

creased variation in observed concentrations. Analytically, and with support-18

ing data, we show that over 30 minute periods the Keeling plot and flux-gradient19

techniques produce nearly identical δET and σδET values, while eddy covari-20

ance calculations always introduce more uncertainty given the same high fre-21

quency data. This additional uncertainty is proportional to the reciprocal22

of the correlation coefficient between vertical wind speed and water vapor23

mixing ratio. Finally, given the inverse relationship between δET uncertain-24

ties and the range of water vapor observed, we propose that experimental25

designs should attempt to maximize both sample count and the coefficient26

of variation in atmospheric water vapor.27
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1. Introduction

The isotopic composition of surface fluxes can be a powerful tracer for understanding46

ocean and land surface interactions with the atmosphere at multiple scales. Globally,47

geological research such as paleoclimate studies are partially constrained by the 18O/16O48

enrichment of atmospheric oxygen with respect to ocean water known as the Dole effect49

[Hoffmann et al., 2004]. At the regional and watershed scales, knowledge of isotope fluxes50

facilitates hydrological studies, such as the quantification of continental rainfall recycling51

[Risi et al., 2010] or estimates of lake evaporation [Gibson et al., 1993]. For biological52

investigations, the isotopic composition of surface fluxes provides a tracer of both water53

vapor and carbon dioxide exchanges [Yakir and Wang, 1996; Yakir and Sternberg, 2000;54

Wingate et al., 2009, 2010; Barbour et al., 2011; Griffis et al., 2011] and allows for the55

quantification of specific components of ecosystem processes such as plant transpiration56

and respiration [Brunel et al., 1992; Wang and Yakir, 2000; Ogée et al., 2004; Wang et al.,57

2012].58

The focus of this manuscript is on uncertainties in measurement of the isotopic composi-59

tion of evapotranspiration over a heterogenous vegetated landscape, δET [h], though our60

results are generalizable to the flux composition of other isotopes. The value of δET , often61

expressed in delta notation (per mil [h], cf. section 2 for def.), is a representation of the62

ratio of the surface flux of water vapor containing rare isotopes, e.g., 2H1H16O or 1H1H18O,63

to the surface flux of water vapor containing the abundant isotope, e.g., 1H1H16O. The64

isotopic composition of surface water vapor flux is composed of information from two65

components: transpiration from leaves (δT ) and evaporation from soils or standing water66
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(δE). The value of δT is the result of complex interactions between liquid water at the leaf67

evaporation site, ambient atmospheric water vapor, leaf water status, and environmental68

conditions outside the leaf [Farquhar et al., 2007; Ogée et al., 2007]. The value of δE,69

however, is a physically controlled process, often heavily depleted relative to the source70

water isotope composition and is commonly estimated following the model of Craig and71

Gordon [1965]. The Craig and Gordon [1965] model incorporates humidity, temperature,72

kinetic effects, equilibrium isotope fractionation, and the isotope compositions of both73

liquid water at the evaporation surface and atmospheric water vapor. Combined with74

estimates of δT and δE, δET can be used to estimate the contribution of transpiration75

and evaporation to surface vapor flux across multiple spatial scales [Yepez et al., 2003;76

Williams et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010].77

Multiple methods have arisen to estimate δET , especially as laser-based isotope instru-78

ments capable of making continuous measurements of water vapor δ2H and δ18O with pre-79

cision similar to traditional cryogenic-based methods have become available [Wen et al.,80

2008; Gupta et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009, 2010]. Traditionally, the value81

of δET has been estimated using a Keeling [1958] mixing model approach, which is a based82

on a relationship between the inverse of water vapor concentration and stable isotope com-83

position within the boundary layer. It should be emphasized that the assumptions of only84

two isotope sources in the Keeling plot, as well as the extrapolation of regression beyond85

the observed data are noted drawbacks to the Keeling plot approach [Yakir and Sternberg,86

2000; Pataki et al., 2003; Zobitz et al., 2006]. Such assumptions were part of the original87

motivation for the present study. Other potential methods of estimating δET include the88

flux gradient method [Yakir and Wang, 1996] and relaxed eddy accumulation [Guenther89
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et al., 1996; Bowling et al., 1999]. Recent studies have shown the possibility of directly90

estimating isotope fluxes through coupling eddy covariance and continuous isotope moni-91

toring [Saleska et al., 2006; Griffis et al., 2008, 2010; Sturm et al., 2012]. Despite sustained92

interest in δET estimation there are few studies comparing the performance and associated93

uncertainty of alternative methods while exploring the applicability of each method under94

different instrumental configurations.95

The development of methodologies to assess δET at time scales on the order of minutes96

is necessary for accurate understanding of the isotopic interactions between the atmo-97

sphere and surface. Non-stationarity of surface and micro-meteorological conditions has98

long been [Businger, 1986; Stull, 1988; Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994; Baldocchi, 2003; Lee99

et al., 2004] and continues to be [Gu et al., 2012] an important issue in estimation of100

turbulent fluxes. The importance of stationary conditions has driven the global flux com-101

munity to conduct analysis at short time scales (typically 30 minute averaging blocks) and102

remove non-stationary intervals from analysis [Foken and Wichura, 1996]. These issues103

clearly affect isotopic fluxes, where diurnal leaf water enrichment [Farquhar and Cer-104

nusak, 2005], atmospheric advection and entrainment [Lee et al., 2006, 2011], and other105

non-stationarities have been recognized as significant problems with analysis conducted106

at scales of hours or days. laser-based measurements [Griffis et al., 2008, 2010; Sturm107

et al., 2012; Santos et al., In Press] and intensive sampling campaigns [Bowling et al.,108

2003] that conduct analysis over short timescales are rare in the isotope literature, yet109

needed to accurately assess surface atmosphere flux composition.110

Because each method has its own advantages and inherent assumptions, detailed inter-111

method comparisons are needed to improve decision making when choosing and utilizing112
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a specific method for δET estimation. Bowling et al. [2003] examined the flux gradient,113

relaxed eddy accumulation and an indirect eddy covariance technique developed from114

the relationship between carbon flux and δ13C values using flask and flexible bag collec-115

tors, with isotope analysis conducted on a mass spectrometer. They report that over116

the course of the diurnal cycle, consistent isotopic flux results were obtained among the117

methods [Bowling et al., 2003]. Additional studies [Griffis et al., 2004, 2005] compared118

the Keeling plot and flux gradient methods for isotopic fluxes of δ13C and δ18O with a119

tunable diode laster absorption spectroscopy system. These studies found good agreement120

between the Keeling plot and flux gradient technique, however, later studies found sig-121

nificant differences [Zhang et al., 2006; Griffis et al., 2007]. Sturm et al. [2012] examined122

carbon isotope fluxes using quantum cascade laser absorption spectrometry, comparing123

the Keeling plot with the eddy covariance technique, and found discrepancies between124

these different methods. The recent inter-method comparison of Santos et al. [In Press]125

assessed flux isotopic composition over 30 minute periods using a tunable diode laser126

system with the Keeling plot, flux-gradient, and a Lagrangian dispersion method. This127

study found high correlation between the Keeling plot and flux-gradient results with mean128

values statistically identical, however more half-hour intervals met their quality control129

criteria for flux-gradient method then for the Keeling plot method [Santos et al., In Press].130

The observed differences in estimates due to divergent methodologies requires a critical131

examination of the uncertainties inherent in each technique. The uncertainty in Keeling132

plots was analyzed by Pataki et al. [2003], Zobitz et al. [2006] and Kayler et al. [2010], with133

a focus on the consequences of regression model choice. Zhang et al. [2006] reported larger134

uncertainties for flux gradient regressions than for the Keeling plots, with Griffis et al.135
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[2007] observing similar trends and attributing them to differences in the flux-footprint136

of the two methods. The important work of Hollinger and Richardson [2005]; Richardson137

et al. [2006], as well as recent studies [Billesbach, 2010; Kroon et al., 2010; Detto et al.,138

2011] have begun examination of uncertainties of trace gas flux measurements. Saleska139

et al. [2006] looked at the uncertainty in the eddy covariance technique by comparing140

expected instrument noise with numerical simulations of high frequency isotope measure-141

ments. Sturm et al. [2012] are the first to report estimates of uncertainty for isotope ratios142

in fluxes, with these values calculated based on variance in the diurnal cycle.143

Despite these efforts, there remains a need to clarify how instrument precision, atmo-144

spheric conditions, field deployment configurations, and calculation theory combine to145

influence the uncertainty in measurements of the isotopic composition of surface fluxes.146

We address these issues by developing expressions for the uncertainty in estimates of δET147

for different methods as a function of instrument precision, εδ, and atmospheric variables.148

The importance of instrument configuration is tested by simultaneous high frequency ob-149

servations water vapor isotope profiles for the Keeling plot and flux gradient methods150

(with intakes at 9, 14.5, 18, and 22.5 meters, see Figure 1), and isotope measurements151

co-located with a sonic anemometer for the eddy covariance method (with the system152

at 22.5m). We also test the consequences of using time averaged values at each height153

as opposed to treating all high frequency observations made with the ICOS system as154

independent data points. Finally, we discuss methodologies and deployment strategies155

that minimize uncertainties in calculated isotopic composition in surface fluxes.156

2. Isotopic composition of surface fluxes
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We assess three methods for estimating the isotopic composition of surface fluxes: Keel-157

ing plot (KP), flux gradient (FG), and eddy covariance (EC). Although we examine the158

surface flux of water vapor, the same methods have been utilized for the fluxes of other159

compounds, particularly carbon dioxide [Keeling, 1958; Yakir and Wang, 1996; Griffis160

et al., 2008]. Isotopic composition is expressed in δ notation, δ = (R/Rstd−1) [h], where161

R is the ratio of rare (α) to abundant (β) isotopes (e.g., 18O and 16O respectively) and162

Rstd refers to the ratio in Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) [De Laeter163

et al., 2003]. Per mil refers to one part per thousand parts, with a value of 10−3 and is164

represented by h [Coplen, 2011]. A concise review of assessed techniques follows.165

2.1. Keeling plot methods (KP)

Keeling [1958] used the observed correlation between variation in δ13C and CO2 concen-166

trations in coastal air samples to determine the sources of elevated CO2 in the atmosphere.167

The method has been employed frequently since 1958 over a variety of terrains, notably168

forests and agricultural sites [Yakir and Sternberg, 2000; Williams et al., 2004; Griffis169

et al., 2004; Yepez et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2010]. Based on a two end-member mixing170

model, Keeling [1958] assumed that the scalar concentration at the measurement location171

is a mixture of the scalar concentration present in the atmospheric boundary layer and172

the contribution from a local source. A key assumption is that the isotopic composition173

of both the source and background are constant. The spatial heterogeneity of isotope174

sources thus is a key factor in the reliability of Keeling plots, and spatial variation in175

isotope signatures, such as those arising from the interaction between CO2 and leaf water,176

necessitates caution when applying the Keeling plot method [Ogée et al., 2004]. As noted177

by Lee et al. [2011], the Keeling mixing model also does not account for entrainment of178
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moisture from beyond the atmospheric boundary layer, which can penetrate down to the179

surface measuring location. Additionally, in non-steady state diffusive conditions Keeling180

plots become non-linear and their underlying assumptions are invalidated [Nickerson and181

Risk, 2009].182

For estimates of δET with the Keeling plot method, we require measurements of atmo-

spheric isotope ratios and water vapor concentration. Assuming the isotopic composition

of the surface (δET ) and the atmospheric boundary layer (δabl) are constant, we can write

the following relationship for water vapor composition at the measurement location (δv)

as:

δvχv = δablχabl + δETχET , (1)

where χv [mol H2O mol Dry Air −1] is the molar mixing ratio of water vapor with respect

to dry air measured at the sampling height. Noting that moisture at the measurement lo-

cation must come from both the above air mass as well as the surface, (i.e., χv=χabl+χET ),

equation (1) can be rearranged as:

δv = δET + χabl (δabl − δET )
1

χv
. (2)

In practice, equation (2) is expressed as line defined by a constant intercept, AKP , and

slope, BKP , as:

δv = AKP +BKP
1

χv
. (3)

The y-intercept of a linear regression of 1/χv against δv, AKP , is then calculated as an183

estimate of δET [Keeling, 1958]. Following this procedure to estimate δET , the values of184

χabl and δabl are not required nor are they able to be solved for. A drawback of this185

technique is that the Keeling plot requires projection of the linear regression significantly186
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beyond the observed range [Yakir and Sternberg, 2000]. Typically, measurements of χv187

and δv are taken at different heights or by combining different measurements at the same188

height through time. Figure 2 shows examples of different Keeling plots for a typical half189

hour time period.190

2.2. Flux gradient (FG) profile technique

Based on Monin and Obukhov [1954] similarity theory and further developed by Businger

et al. [1971], the flux gradient method estimates constituent fluxes based on vertical

gradients of scalar concentrations in the atmospheric surface layer [Yakir and Wang, 1996;

Bowling et al., 2003; Griffis et al., 2004, 2005]. For evapotranspired water vapor, the flux,

FET [mol m−2 s−1], is proportional to measured changes in molar mixing ratio of water

vapor, ∆χv, with height, ∆z [m], such that

FET = −K ρa
Ma

∆χv
∆z

, (4)

where ρa [kg m−3] is the density of dry air, Ma [kg mol−1] is the molecular weight of dry air,

and K [m2 s−1] is the eddy diffusivity of water vapor. Equation (4) is then written for both

the rare (α) and abundant (β) isotopes, making the assumption that eddy diffusivities,

dry air density, and vertical locations are the same for each isotopologue. The isotopic

composition of evapotranspired water is simply the ratio RET = αFET/
βFET , which can

be expressed in δ notation as:

δET =

(
αFET/

βFET
Rstd

− 1

)
, (5)

where αFET refers to the flux of the rare isotope and βFET refers to the flux of the abundant

isotope found using equation (4) [Griffis et al., 2004, 2005]. When estimating the surface

flux isotope ratio over short time periods (i.e ≤ 1hr), and not the flux of individual
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isotopologues themselves, the flux gradient method simplifies considerably because the

eddy diffusivity parameter, K, is assumed constant and cancels out [Griffis et al., 2007;

Drewitt et al., 2009]. The value of RET is then equal to ∆αχv/∆
βχv, which is the slope,

BFG, of the regression of αχv against βχv as:

αχv = AFG +BFG
βχv. (6)

Monin and Obukhov [1954] similarity theory has been shown to break down in the191

roughness sublayer at the bottom of the boundary layer where vegetation interacts directly192

with turbulent air flow. This departure from standard behavior results in changes in193

eddy diffusion coefficients, and flux gradient measurements must be made well above this194

region [Businger, 1986; Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994]. The depth of the roughness sublayer195

increases with the size and complexity of vegetation structure, thus many isotope flux196

studies employing this method have been conducted over uniform agricultural fields (e.g.,197

[Griffis et al., 2004]). The difficulty in measuring small vertical gradients during unstable198

conditions is another drawback inherent to this methodology [Businger, 1986; Sturm et al.,199

2012].200

Through simple algebraic manipulation it is easily demonstrated that the flux gradient

estimate of δET derived from the slope BFG is nearly identical to the intercept of the

regression from the Keeling plot (AKP ). This is shown by dividing equation (6) by βχvRstd,

and noting that BFG = (δET + 1)Rstd from equation (5). The result is then solved for

δv = (
αχv/βχv
Rstd

− 1), leaving

δv = δET + (AFG/Rstd)
1

βχv
, (7)
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which is approximately equal to equation (3). Given that the same data are used and201

that all assumptions are met for each method, both the Keeling plot and flux gradient202

methods will produce identical estimates of the isotopic composition of the surface flux.203

This result is expected since both techniques are based on a linear regression of the same204

data, αχv and βχv, as δv is directly determined from the ratio of the two isotope mixing205

ratios and the χv is approximately equal to βχv. Kammer et al. [2011] also observed this206

close similarity, finding that the flux gradient and Keeling plot results have negligible207

differences when RET is determined from the slope of a regression between the rare and208

abundant isotopologues over short averaging intervals (400 seconds). Figure 2 provides209

an example of different flux gradient plots for a typical half hour time period.210

2.3. Eddy covariance (EC)

Eddy covariance techniques are employed worldwide in global networks (AmeriFlux,

CarboEurope, AsiaFLUX, CarboAfrica, etc.) as the standard method for estimating

the atmospheric exchange of water, carbon and energy with the surface [Lee et al., 2004].

Eddy covariance resolves fluxes by examination of the co-variation between high frequency

(≥1Hz) scalar concentrations and vertical wind speeds. Recently Griffis et al. [2008, 2010]

have utilized high frequency isotope measurements from laser-based analyzers to estimate

the flux of of carbon and oxygen isotopes. The flux of each isotope is calculated as the

average (denoted by overbars) product of deviations from mean values (denoted by primes)

of individual isotope mixing ratios, αχv and βχv, and vertical wind speeds w [m s−1], as

αFET =
ρa
Ma

w′αχ′v and βFET =
ρa
Ma

w′βχ′v. (8)
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Fluctuations in air density and storage are assumed negligible, and coordinate rotations211

are conducted such that the mean vertical wind velocity is zero. The isotope composition,212

δET , is then calculated using equation (5) [Griffis et al., 2008, 2010].213

The value of δET may also be calculated directly using high frequency observations of

the isotopic composition expressed in standard delta notation. This is accomplished via

the isoflux, IET , defined as the product of isotope composition and evapotranspiration

flux:

IET = FET δET =
1

Ma

ρawχvδv. (9)

Again, fluctuations in air density and storage are assumed negligible, and coordinate214

rotations are conducted such that the mean vertical wind velocity is zero. Using the rules215

of Reynolds averaging we can expand each term in equation (9) as216

IET =
ρa
Ma

(w + w′)(χv + χ′v)(δv + δ′v)

=
ρa
Ma

(
δv w′χ′v + χv w′δ′v + χ′vw

′δ′v
)
. (10)

Where the standard cancelations of average deviations from the average are employed.

The product of the three deviations, χ′vw
′δ′v, is orders of magnitude smaller than all

other terms and considered zero. Additionally, the isotopic composition of the flux is

independent of the flux magnitude, such that FET δET = FET δET . By dividing equation

(10) by the standard EC flux, FET = ρa
Ma
w′χ′v, we can express δET as:

δET =
χv

w′χ′v
w′δ′v + δv, (11)

where the term w′δ′v [h m s−1] is known as the isoforcing [Lee et al., 2009]. Equation (11)217

is simply a restatement of equation (8) from Lee et al. [2009]. Figure 2 provides examples218

of eddy covariance plots for a typical half hour time period.219
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3. Estimation of flux uncertainty

There are many possible sources of error in measurements of surface fluxes, and these220

errors arise either due to random processes or systematic observation issues [Businger,221

1986]. Systematic errors lead to bias in measurement results and attempts are made to222

correct these by ensuring proper instrument configuration and post processing techniques223

[Billesbach, 2010]. Coordinate rotations [Lee et al., 2004] and frequency response cor-224

rections [Moore, 1986; Lenschow and Raupach, 1991] as well as quality control filtering225

of non-stationary data periods [Foken and Wichura, 1996] are often employed to remove226

systematic bias in observed fluxes. Random errors arising from problems such as lim-227

ited instrument precision lead to uncertainty in final estimates of flux values and cannot228

be removed. While there are many sources of error and uncertainty in measurements229

of fluxes, we quantify here the uncertainty that random sampling errors of the isotopic230

composition of water vapor add to total uncertainty in the isotopic composition of surface231

to atmosphere water vapor flux.232

Estimates of the uncertainties associated with each technique are calculated to preform233

an inter-comparison of methodologies. Both the Keeling plot and flux gradient methods234

rely on linear regression, for which error analysis and uncertainty estimators are well doc-235

umented [Taylor, 1997]. The eddy covariance method is based on Reynolds algebra and236

statistical techniques used to assess flux uncertainty are associated with high computa-237

tional requirements [Billesbach, 2010]. Additionally, many eddy covariance uncertainty238

estimators are vulnerable to contamination from systematic errors or rely on arbitrary239

parameter selection [Billesbach, 2010].240
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Prior efforts have focused on the appropriate statistical regression techniques to use241

in isotope studies [Pataki et al., 2003; Zobitz et al., 2006; Saleska et al., 2006]. In all242

subsequent analyses we consider only random errors associated with the measurement of243

δ (or of rare isotope αχv) values in the ICOS system and assume errors in χv and wind244

speeds are negligible compared to that of the δ or αχv [Zobitz et al., 2006]. Using both245

large datasets of observations and numerically simulated data, Zobitz et al. [2006] showed246

that ordinary least squares (Model I) regression, which considers only random errors in δ247

values, provides less biased estimates of flux end-members than geometric mean (Model248

II) regression. The increased bias in Model II regression, which considers random errors249

in both δ and χv, is due to the relatively large variability in the independent variable (χv)250

when compared to smaller variability and higher signal to noise ratio of the dependent251

variable (δ) in the linear regression [Zobitz et al., 2006].252

For ordinary least squares linear regression techniques, standard uncertainty analysis

methods can be used. Given a set of N data points (xi, yi; i = 1, 2, ..., N), and a linear

model of the form ŷ = A+Bxi, uncertainty in the intercept A and slope B and are given

by Taylor [1997]:

σA = ε

√
Σx2

NΣx2 − (Σx)2
(12)

and

σB = ε

√
N

NΣx2 − (Σx)2
, (13)

where ε represents the standard deviation of random errors on measured values of y with

respect to the best linear model, ŷ, found with ordinary least squares regression. The
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value ε is computed as [Taylor, 1997]:

ε =

√√√√ 1

N − 2

N∑
i=1

(yi − A−Bxi)2, (14)

and represents the standard deviation of model errors in the linear relationship between

y and x. Additionally, we have the statistical identities [Ross, 2007]:

Σx2 = (N − 1)σ2
x +Nx2 and (Σx)2 = N2x2. (15)

These relate summations with sample count N , sample mean x, and standard deviation253

σx, and are used to express equations (12) and (13) with respect to the statistics of x and254

y.255

3.1. Keeling plot δET uncertainty:

The accuracy of a Keeling plot in estimating surface vapor flux isotope composition is

directly determined from the uncertainty associated with the regression intercept. This

uncertainty was examined in detail by Pataki et al. [2003] for Keeling plots and Zobitz

et al. [2006] for both Keeling plots and Miller-Tans plots, using both Model I and Model II

regression techniques. In the case of least squares regression (Model I) where only random

errors in the isotopic composition are considered, the relationships in equation (15) are

utilized in equation (12). The uncertainty, σδET (KP ) [h], of our estimated value of δET

from the Keeling plot is given by:

σδET (KP ) = εδ

√
(N − 1)σ2

χ +Nχv
2

N(N − 1)σ2
χ

. (16)

The quantities χ and σχ are the mean and standard deviation of the measured water vapor

mixing ratio. The coefficient of variation, cv ≡ σχ/|χv| [-], is used to express the normal-

ized variability in the concentration of the measured water vapor mixing ratio. The εδ [h] 

term, calculated with equation (14), includes all instrument system noise and random 
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sampling error within the ICOS system with respect to δ notation. This key parameter

represents the standard deviation from true values expected in a single measurement of

the ICOS system at its sampling frequency given the current configuration. Uncertainty

in the isotopic composition of evapotranspiraiton is then expressed as a function of the

variability of water vapor in the atmosphere, configuration random sampling error, and

sample count as:

σδET (KP ) = εδ
1

cv
√
N

√
c2v +

N

N − 1
. (17)

3.2. Flux gradient δET uncertainty:

Uncertainty in estimates of the RET from the flux gradient method is calculated by

estimating the uncertainty in the slope of the regression of αχv against βχv. Utilizing the

identities of (15) with equation (13), the expected uncertainty in RET can be expressed

as a function of εαχv [mol α mol dry air−1], where εαχv is defined as the expected standard

deviation of measured values of αχv with respect to the best linear relationship between

αFET and βFET , given by equation (14). Measurement of the rare isotope α is inherently

less precise than that of the abundant isotope β [Zobitz et al., 2006], therefore we assume

that all random errors in sampling within the system are contained within the εαχv term

so that the best estimate of uncertainty in RET is expressed as:

σRET (FG) = εαχv

√
N

N(N − 1)σ2
βχv

, (18)

where βχv is the mean and σβχv is the standard deviation of the molecular mixing ratio

of the abundant water vapor isotope in the atmosphere at the measurement location. We

define the expected uncertainty in measurements of the isotope ratio in delta notation as

εδ = εαχv/
(
Rstd

∣∣∣βχv∣∣∣) and approximate
∣∣∣βχv∣∣∣ /σβχv by |χv| /σχ ≡ c−1v in equation (18).
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For the flux gradient technique the configuration random sampling error is approximated

as:

σδET (FG) = εδ
1

cv
√
N

√
N

N − 1
. (19)

3.3. Eddy covariance δET uncertainty:

The estimation of the covariance uncertainty, σw′c′ , (the standard deviation of the co-

variance of scalar c with wind w) is statistically more complex relative to the simple

linear regression estimates of the previous sections and few studies report uncertainties

associated with flux measurements or simply estimate uncertainties as a constant fraction

of the measurement [Billesbach, 2010]. Previous research into the uncertainty of eddy

covariance measurements has been typically limited to comparison of the output of mul-

tiple co-located towers or comparison of multiple days of data [Hollinger and Richardson,

2005; Billesbach, 2010; Sturm et al., 2012]. The statistical technique developed by Mann

and Lenschow [1994], which was originally derived from aircraft data, is based on the

correlation coefficient between w′ and the scalar quantity c′. This method was developed

to estimate the eddy covariance flux uncertainty without the use of co-located towers or

time-shifted data. The Mann and Lenschow [1994] formulation for the uncertainty of an

eddy covariance flux of scalar c is:

σw′c′(ML) =
∣∣w′c′∣∣√2τf

N

√
1 + r2w′c′

r2w′c′
, (20)

where
∣∣w′c′∣∣ is the measured flux, τf is the integral time scale of the measurement given by256

τf = zm/u, when zm is the measurement height and u is the mean horizontal wind velocity,257

and rw′c′ = w′c′/σwσc, is the correlation coefficient between the vertical wind speed and258

the scalar in question. Similarly, Finkelstein and Sims [2001] presented a technique based259
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on the auto-covariance and cross-covariance of both w′ and c′ such that260

σw′c′(FS) =
1√
N

( m∑
p=−m

γ̂w′,w′(p)γ̂c′,c′(p)

+
m∑

p=−m

γ̂w′,c′(p)γ̂c′,w′(p)

) 1
2

, (21)

where γ̂x,x(h) is the auto-covariance and γ̂x,y(h) is the cross-covariance at a lag h. Both261

the techniques of Mann and Lenschow [1994] and Finkelstein and Sims [2001] have been262

shown to compare well with uncertainty estimates from co-located towers and time shifted263

data [Hollinger and Richardson, 2005; Billesbach, 2010]. These methods may be calculated264

directly for each 30-minute averaging block during flux tower operation.265

Finally, if random errors, ε, in scalar concentration fluctuations, c′, are assumed to con-

tribute the majority of uncertainty to flux estimates, it can be shown that the uncertainty

of a covariance estimate is properly described by:

σw′c′(EP ) = εc′
σw√
N

(22)

where σw is the variance in vertical wind speed, and εc is standard deviation of the random266

error added to the scalar signal c. Equation (22) expresses the uncertainty of a covariance267

measurement with respect to expected random errors in a given instrument configuration268

and provides a useful tool for assessing the instrument precision required to satisfactorily269

compute an eddy covariance. A derivation of equation (22) is presented in Appendix A.270

With this simple formulation, we can express the uncertainty in isoforcing covariance

estimates with respect to εδ with equation (22) and then propagate expected random

errors through equation (11) to estimate the uncertainty in the isotopic composition of

evapotranspiration calculated with the eddy covariance method following standard sta-

tistical random error propagation techniques [Taylor, 1997]. The expected uncertainty in
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the isotopic composition of water vapor flux calculated with the eddy covariance method

becomes

σδET (EC) = εδ

∣∣∣∣ χv

w′χ′v

∣∣∣∣ σw√N +
σδv√
N.

(23)

where σδv/
√
N is the standard error of the mean for δv.271

4. Methodology

4.1. Equipment deployment and data collection

In May 2011 a short field campaign was conducted to directly measure the isotopic com-272

position of evapotranspiration using the Keeling plot, flux gradient, and eddy covariance273

methods and assess the uncertainties associated with each method. The experiment was274

conducted at the Mpala Research Center/Princeton University eddy-covariance tower.275

This installation is located in a semi-arid mixed savanna ecosystem that receives an an-276

nual rainfall of around 500 mm, a large portion of which occurs in March, April and May277

[Franz et al., 2010]. The vegetation surrounding the tower has an average height of ap-278

proximately 4 meters and consists of a sparse mixture of mainly Acacia woody species and279

C4 grasses. Constructed in 2010, the tower is a free-standing climb-up structure 24 me-280

ters tall located at the Mpala Research Center in Laikipia, Kenya (0.4856◦N, 36.8701◦E,281

1619 meters above mean sea level). The tower has been operational since February 2010,282

and is equipped with a sonic anemometer (CSAT-3, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT) and283

an infrared gas analyzer (Li-7500, LiCor Biosciences, Lincoln, NB) positioned at 22.5 m284

above the ground surface (Figure 1). Sensors to measure short wave and long wave radia-285

tion, soil moisture, precipitation, relative humidity, air temperature, and a suite of other286

environmental parameters are also permanently installed at the site.287
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A key research objective of this installation is the long term study of surface fluxes288

of evapotranspiration with the goal of partitioning FET into is constituent components.289

To this end, a water vapor isotope analyzer using off-axis integrated cavity output spec-290

troscopy (ICOS1; DLT-100, Los Gatos Research Inc., Mountain View, CA) has been291

measuring the isotopic composition of atmospheric water vapor since February 2010. The292

ICOS1 intake is co-located with the CSAT-3 and Li-7500 at 22.5 m (Figure 1) and the293

ICOS1 itself is housed within a ventilated case in a fiberglass control shed located at the294

base of the tower. A three-chamber vacuum pump draws air at the rate of 500 mL per295

minute through a 1/4 inch outer diameter (OD) teflon intake tube and into ICOS1. The296

Los Gatos ICOS systems contain a measurement cell 0.59m long and 830 mL in volume297

that is maintained at a pressure of ∼52 hPa and a temperature of 49◦C. These pressures,298

temperatures and flow rates correspond to a residence time, τ [s], in the measurement cell299

of approximately 5.7 seconds in ICOS1. A near-infrared diode laser is tuned over selected300

absorption lines and directed off-axis into chamber, resulting in an absorption path length301

of several kilometers. Transmitted laster intensities are recored and combined with mea-302

sured temperature and pressure in the cell to determine the isotopic composition within303

the cell at a maximum measurement rate of 2Hz [Baer et al., 2002; Sturm and Knohl,304

2010].305

During the May 2011 campaign, a second ICOS system was installed on the tower306

(ICOS2; same model as ICOS1). ICOS2 was connected via 16m of 1/4” OD teflon tubing307

to an electronically controlled manifold with six teflon solenoid valves (255T091, NR308

Research Inc., West Caldwell, NJ). The same model pump as the pump on ICOS1 drew309

air sequentially from four intakes (approximately located at 22.5 m, 18 m, 13.5 m, and310
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9 m above ground level) routed via 12.5 m of 1/8” OD teflon tubing to the respective311

manifold inlet port (Figure 1). Air was drawn from each height for 7.5 minutes, allowing312

the system to cycle through all four heights every 30 minutes.313

4.2. Instrument calibration and data processing

The calibrations of ICOS1 and ICOS2 were conducted before and after the May 2011314

campaign using three liquid water isotope standards (Working Standards #1, #3 and315

#5, Los Gatos Research Inc., WS1 WS3 & WS5) that span -154.1h to -9.8h for δ2H316

and -19.57h to -2.96h for δ18O, well outside the measured range of ambient water vapor317

isotope values. Sample introduction was via a liquid water nebulizer (WVISS, Los Gatos318

Research Inc.) that provides a stream of water vapor of known isotope composition,319

with user control of the vapor concentration of this stream. During calibration runs data320

was recorded for 3 minutes after the WVISS vapor output stabilized. During typical321

operation ICOS1 is brought to the lab and calibrated approximately every two weeks.322

ICOS2 normally remains in the laboratory and is used for analysis of liquid water samples,323

with calibration runs for each day that samples are analyzed.324

Routine lab calibrations of ICOS1 and ICOS2 using WS3 and WS5 result in long-term325

(October 2010 to September 2011) uncertainty estimates of 2.3h and 1.5h for δ2H,326

and 0.4h and 0.5h for δ18O for ICOS1 (N=14) and ICOS2 (N=36) respectively, when327

measuring WS3 at water vapor concentrations between 20,000 to 30,000 ppmv. For the328

May 2011 campaign, the concentration dependence of each ICOS was tested across a329

water vapor concentration range of 10,000 to 30,000 ppmv using all three standards. For330

the six month period bracketing the experiment (February to July 2011) the relationship331

between vapor mixing ratio and measurement errors was examined with the results shown332
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in Figure 3. A strong vapor dependence was observed in ICOS1 but not ICOS2, and is333

likely the result of firmware updates on the later model ICOS2. For quality control, in334

addition to the analyst’s determination of run stability, calibration runs with a water335

vapor concentration greater than 20,000 ppmv were excluded if they exhibited a standard336

deviation of greater than 2.0h for δ2H, and 0.4h for δ18O. Correcting the calibration data337

using the concentration dependence gives an estimated uncertainty of 2.2h and 1.6h for338

δ2H, and 0.6h and 0.7h for δ18O for ICOS1 (N = 20) and ICOS2 (N = 77). During field339

deployment, ICOS1 and ICOS2 routinely sampled the same air at the same time for 25%340

of each 30 minute block. Good agreement between ICOS1 and ICOS2 during these periods341

(calibrated data) was observed for hydrogen, with δ2HICOS1=7.4+1.0×δ2HICOS2 (R2=0.93)342

but considerably less agreement was found for oxygen, with δ18OICOS1=0.15-8.18×δ18OICOS2343

(R2=0.01). The Li-7500 and both ICOS systems were independently calibrated for bulk344

water vapor concentration measurements using a dew point generator (Li-610, Li-Cor345

Biosciences, Lincoln, NE). The Los Gatos ICOS system reports isotope ratios, δ values,346

and bulk vapor concentration, from which individual isotopologue dry mixing ratios are347

calculated (see Appendix B for calculations). Power spectra analysis, as shown in Figure348

4, reveals the expected -5/3 power law decay Kaimal and Finnigan [1994] in contributed349

variability for the open path water vapor measurements. Measurements of bulk water350

vapor from the closed path ICOS1 system demonstrate lost variance at frequencies greater351

than 0.03Hz due to the slower dynamic frequency response of the ICOS system as well as352

path and tube averaging. In the case of the isotopic composition of water vapor, δ values353

for both 2H and 18O exhibit large variability at higher frequencies, likely due to short354

term random instrument drift on the order of 10 to 100 seconds. Increased noise in the355
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ICOS system δ measurements add significant variance at frequencies higher than 0.03Hz356

for 2H and 0.01 for 18O.357

A quality control filter was used to select 30 minute averaging blocks of data for further358

analysis. For this study we chose to analyze 30-minute periods when the evapotranspi-359

ration flux was reliably observed, following a filtering scheme similar to Li and Bou-Zeid360

[2011]. All periods with u* values less than 0.01m/s and water vapor flux less then 0.5361

mmol m−2 s−1 were excluded from further analysis. Additionally, periods with stable362

boundary layers, i.e., zm/L >0 (see Kaimal and Finnigan [1994] for a definition of the363

Obukhov length scale L) or non-stationary concentration levels were removed (>50%364

covariance dispersion for 5min subintervals [Foken and Wichura, 1996]). Finally, only pe-365

riods where the correlation between water vapor measurements within the ICOS systems366

and the Li-7500 were greater than 0.75 with lag times between 20 and 40 seconds were367

selected. These constraints resulted in 80 of the 288 available blocks being selected for368

further analysis, with 67 of these blocks occurring between 06:00hrs and 18:00hrs and 13369

blocks occurring between 18:00hrs and 06:00hrs.370

Post-processing of flux measurements included coordinate rotation of the wind speed371

matrix such that mean vertical and cross wind velocities are zero. Data spikes larger372

than four times the standard deviation of each 30-minute time series were removed. Both373

the water vapor and isotope measurements of ICOS1 and ICOS2 were temporally shifted374

using maximum correlation analysis between the ICOS vapor measurements and the Li-375

7500 at top of the tower [Lee et al., 2004]. The lag correlation was calculated for each 30376

minute averaging block independently for each ICOS, resulting in an average lag time of377

30.1 seconds for ICOS1 and 33.1 seconds for ICOS2. These lag times are consistent with378
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the tube length and pump rates of the system configuration. The cospecta of the flux379

of bulk water vapor flux as well as the 2H and 18O isoforcings were calculated, and the380

average of all ten minute periods in selected time blocks is shown in Figure 5. Cospectra381

calculated from ICOS1 demonstrate flux attenuation relative to the open path system,382

with isoforcing exhibiting larger variability but similar trends as the closed path bulk383

vapor flux cospectra (5 right pannel, uncorrected).384

Eddy covariance measurements of trace gasses made with slow response sensors,

1/τ ≤2.5 Hz, have demonstrated an ability to measure fluxes when proper consideration of

co-spectral attenuation is compensated for and turbulent fluxes are large [Hendriks et al.,

2008; Wohlfahrt et al., 2009; Detto et al., 2011]. Frequency response corrections, Hw′c′(f),

were applied to the co-spectra of the closed path and open path systems. For the open

path calculations of w′χ′v, block averaging, lateral separation, dynamic frequency response,

scalar and vector path averaging, and digital filter corrections were applied [Moore, 1986;

Lee et al., 2004]. For closed path calculations of w′χ′v, w
′δ′ (2H), and w′δ′ (18O), the

above corrections as well as tube attenuation for laminar flow were applied [Lenschow and

Raupach, 1991]. The frequency response correction factor, CFw′c′ [ ], is the ratio of the

corrected flux, w′c′corr, to the measured flux, w′c′mes. The correction factor is estimated

with a transfer function Hw′c′(f) as:

CFw′c′ =
w′c′corr

w′c′mes
=

∫∞
0
Cow′c′(f)/Hw′c′(f)df∫∞

0
Cow′c′(f)df

(24)

where Cow′c′(f) is the co-spectra of vertical wind deviations w′ and deviations scalar c′ at385

frequency f [Hz]. Because all measurements are made of the same substance, bulk water386

vapor and its isotopologues, within the same ICOS cell, spectral similarity is assumed387

[Horst, 1997; Massman, 2000] between the normalized covariance of w′χ′v and w′δ′ such388
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that CFw′χ′
v

= CFw′δ′ . Due to the large variance of δ values at lower frequencies (Figure389

4) we use the correction factor obtained from integration of the w′χ′v(f) within ICOS1 for390

both CFw′χ′
v

and CFw′δ′ . Closed path eddy covariance systems are susceptible to a kinetic391

fractionation effect due to a phase shift caused by differences in molecular diffusivities392

between isotopologues [Lenschow and Raupach, 1991; Massman, 1991; Griffis et al., 2008].393

Given the tube length and pump rate of the closed path system, the transfer function for394

tube attenuation begins to decay around 0.2 Hz (Hw′χ′
v
(0.2Hz) = 0.99), well beyond the395

ICOS residence frequency of 1/τ = 0.17 Hz. Thus kinetic effects occurring within the396

tube path occur below our system residence time and resulting phase shifts in isotopic397

composition are averaged out within the ICOS cell. This is further demonstrated by398

estimating the kinetic isotope fractionation factor, εk [h], with the integral of the average399

co-spectra of w′χ′v from Figure 5 and the tube attenuation transfer function, Lenschow400

and Raupach [1991] equation 9, using the molecular diffusivities of 1H16
2 O, 1H2H16O, and401

1H18
2 O [Merlivat, 1978]. The resulting kinetic fractionation factors given the observed402

average spectrum in the ICOS system are 0.007h and 0.0079h for hydrogen and403

oxygen respectively. After application of frequency response corrections, the integral flux404

from the ICOS system corresponds very well with that the open path setup (Figure 5,405

top left). The majority (66%) of the flux lost in the closed path system is attributed to406

the 5.7 second response time of the ICOS systems, which is simply compensated for with407

a first order gain function [Moore, 1986], and is expected to affect bulk water vapor and408

isoforcing covariance estimates equally. After post-processing and quality control filtering409

we observe excellent matching between closed path and open path flux estimates of bulk410

water flux, with F ICOS1

ET =-4.2×10−6+1.02×F Li7500

ET (R2=.97, bottom left panel Figure 5).411
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4.3. Experimental configurations and calculations

Seven different configurations of equipment and calculation methods were employed412

in this experiment. All measurements were taken above the canopy such that separate413

and potentially distinct isotope vapor sources on the surface are likely to be sufficiently414

mixed. Differences in surface source isotopic composition will, in the case of non well415

mixed conditions, lead to variability of δET around a mean value. Three types of Keeling416

plots were used to estimate δET and the uncertainty associated with it. The first Keeling417

plot method, KP22.5, used data from the ICOS with a single intake at 22.5m (ICOS1).418

Each ICOS system records data at 1Hz and a single 30-minute averaging block contains419

N = 1800 observations. The KP22.5 method utilized all 1800 data points to estimate420

the Keeling plot intercept. The second and third Keeling plot methods are calculated421

with data from the ICOS system with intakes at heights of 9, 14.5, 18 and 22.5 meters422

(ICOS2). The KP9:22.5 takes the last 5 minutes of data from each height and averages423

these values to produce four points along the profile of the tower (N = 4). This method424

approximates the signal that could be obtained from flask or cryogenic trapping methods425

(e.g [Helliker et al., 2002; Bowling et al., 2003]) where air is constantly collected and an426

average sample at each height is obtained. The average water vapor mixing ratio and427

average water vapor isotopic signature at the four heights is then used to calculate the428

Keeling plot intercept. The third Keeling plot method, KP9:22.5 (i.e., Keeling plot, profile429

points), utilizes the last 5 minutes of data at each height from ICOS2 to calculate the430

Keeling plot intercept (N = 1200). For all three Keeling plot methods the intercept, δET431

was determined using equation (3), and the uncertainty in the intercept value, σδ(KP ),432

was found using equations (14) and (17). The average apparent standard deviation of433
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random errors, 〈εδ〉, was calculated by taking the average of all values obtained from434

equation (14) used to estimate uncertainties for each time block.435

Two types of flux gradient calculations were made with the data from ICOS2. The436

FG9:22.5 method uses the same height averaged values of isotope measurements as the437

KP9:22.5 method to estimate the value of RET and δET . Similarly, the FG9:22.5 method438

utilizes all data collected during the last five minutes at each hight to estimate the value439

of RET . In both these methods the slope of αχv versus βχv was determined using equation440

(6), and the uncertainty in the slope was found using equation (14) and (19). For the two441

flux gradient techniques, the value of 〈εδ〉 was estimated by as the average of the values442

of εαχv/
(
Rstd

∣∣∣βχv∣∣∣) obtained from the each of the different time blocks. For both the443

KP9:22.5 and FG9:22.5 methods the regression of the σδ points against cv is governed by444

εδ not εδ, where εδ is the standard deviation of the mean apparent standard deviation445

of the particular method. To obtain the εδ for the KP9:22.5 and FG9:22.5 methods, εδ is446

multiplied by the square root of the number of points in each of the 5 minute averages447

made at each height. This results in a value of εδ for these two methods that represents448

the same underlying uncertainty as the εδ calculated for the other methods.449

Calculation of the isotopic composition of the vapor flux was also determined using450

the eddy covariance techniques. The bulk water surface evapotranspiration flux predicted451

with the open path Li7500 was in close agreement to FET calculated with the water va-452

por measurements in the ICOS1 chamber, justifying our ability to estimate fluxes with453

the ICOS system. The high correlation between the two corrected measurements of FET454

indicates that the lower frequency response of the closed path ICOS can be adequately455

resolved and corrected for in both bulk water vapor fluxes and isoforcing estimates. Spec-456
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tral analysis by Griffis et al. [2008, 2010] has also demonstrated that tube attenuation of457

the isotopologes of carbon dioxide and water vapor (with the possible exception of 2H)458

are likely negligible. Equation (11) was used to estimate δET and both the methods of459

Mann and Lenschow [1994] (EC22.5(ML), equation 20) and Finkelstein and Sims [2001]460

(EC22.5(FS), equation 21) were used to estimate the uncertainty, σET (EC). For these two461

methods the value of 〈εδ〉 was found such that equations (20) and (21) most closely fit462

equation (22). Figure 6 demonstrates the fitting of 〈εδ〉 to both the ML and FS meth-463

ods. The different combination of ICOS systems and computation methods as well as the464

average apparent standard deviation of random errors for each setup are summarized in465

Table 1. To demonstrate the different techniques used within this study to estimate δET ,466

collected data, calculated δET , and, σδET values for May 7th 2011 at 14:00-14:30hrs are467

provided in Figure 2.468

5. Results

5.1. Estimated flux composition

The methods described in section 2 were used to calculate the isotopic composition of469

evapotranspiration from May 6th to May 11th 2011. For all methods the ability to pre-470

dict δET values improved during the day; δET estimates were much more variable during471

the evening hours of low flux. Figure 7 shows the average diurnal cycle of δET during472

the experiment for four of the methods, with all methods demonstrating larger vari-473

ability from 16:00hrs to 8:00hrs, and larger agreement during the mid-day period from474

8:00hrs to 16:00hrs. Furthermore, the Keeling plot method using the profile averaged475

values (KP9:22.5) displays higher variably than the same methods when all points are used476

(KP9:22.5). The KP9:22.5 and FG9:22.5 methods and the KP9:22.5 and FG9:22.5 methods result477
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in identical diurnal cycles of δET , and are not shown in Figure 7. The eddy covariance478

method also displays high variability and is at times out of phase with the other methods.479

Due to the relatively short measurement campaign, instrument failures, and variable con-480

ditions during different days the assessment of isotope flux methodologies from a purely481

diurnal averaging approach is limited. After quality control filtering we have 80 unique482

measurements of δET and σδET for each method. These measurements span three orders483

of magnitude for cv (10−3 to 10−1) and five orders of magnitude for σδET (10−1 to 103),484

and thereby provide an ample range of points for assessing the theoretical frameworks485

developed in sections 2 and 3.486

The relationships between the estimated δET values for each method were calculated487

and are given in Table 2. Overall, there is much higher agreement amongst methods using488

data from ICOS1 or amongst methods using data from ICOS2 them agreement between489

the two ICOS systems. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the δET calculated using490

all the profile point data from ICOS2 with a Keeling plot (KP9:22.5) and other methods.491

The values calculated with the KP9:22.5 and FG9:22.5 are identical and fall on the 1:1 line492

(Root mean square error, RMSE =1 hand 0 h). Similarly, the values of KP9:22.5 and493

FG9:22.5 also are nearly identical (RMSE =0 hand 0 h), with a bias relative to the non494

average profile methods. The poor matching of δ values between ICOS1 and ICOS2 during495

periods of co-aligned sampling prohibits a thorough comparison of δ18O results. There496

is general agreement between the δET values calculated between the methods KP9:22.5,497

KP9:22.5, FG9:22.5, and FG9:22.5 and general agreement between KP22.5 and EC22.5 , as498

denoted by the trend lines of Figure 8.499
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5.2. Estimated methodological uncertainty

In practice, the exact value of δET is not known and we can only provide imperfect500

estimates of the true value and its associated uncertainties. A value of σδET was calculated501

for each 30-minute time period in the filtered data set following the frameworks presented502

in section 3, with the results shown in Figure 9. The Keeling plot and flux gradient503

method uncertainties for both the ICOS2 profile points and ICOS1 data sets (KP9:22.5,504

FG9:22.5, and KP22.5) are nearly identical, with only the KP22.5 for 2H slightly lower.505

These uncertainties are significantly lower than all other methods, with typical values on506

the order of ∼101 h for hydrogen and ∼100 h for oxygen. The log uncertainly follows a507

very linear trend with the log of the coefficient of variation of water vapor. This linearity508

in log-log space is validated by the goodness of fit between equations (17), (19) and (23)509

solved using the average 〈εδ〉 values and the calculated uncertainty data, with the average510

uncertainty, 〈σδET 〉 [h], values given in Table 1.511

The average apparent standard deviation values, 〈εδ〉, represents the amount of random512

uncertainty inherent in a particular configuration and calculation scheme, with lower513

values identifying more precise methodologies for a given value of cv. Therefore the low514

〈εδ〉 values for the KP22.5, KP9:22.5, and FG9:22.5 methods of 2.20h, 2.53h, for hydrogen515

and 0.87h, 0.62h, for oxygen respectively (see Table 1) represent the best configuration of516

equipment and post processing calculations of those assessed. Furthermore the similarity517

of these 〈εδ〉 estimates and the lab calibration values demonstrates the agreement between518

these methods and the expected instrument precision. Despite the similarity in σδET519

values, the power law relationship obtained from the KP22.5 method is much tighter than520

that of the KP9:22.5 and FG9:22.5 methods, possibly due to the effects of switching between521
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manifold intake heights on ICOS2. However the range of cv values for this KP9:22.5 and522

FG9:22.5 is broader than those of KP22.5.523

Both the Keeling plot and the flux gradient calculations made with the profile averaged524

values (KP9:22.5 and FG9:22.5) result in uncertainties that are significantly larger than the525

same methods when all the data from the given time block is used as independent points.526

As noted by Pataki et al. [2003], decreasing the size of N leads to increased uncertainty.527

These uncertainties an order of magnitude higher than those methods which use all of the 1528

Hz data, with typical values on the order of ∼102 h for hydrogen and ∼101 h for oxygen.529

The change in N from 1200 for the profile point data to N = 4 for the profile averaged530

data results in a much smaller denominator in equations (17) and (19). Furthermore531

the linearity of the calculated uncertainty estimates with cv also decreases when data at532

each height are temporally averaged with much larger average uncertanties (Table 1). The533

apparent standard deviations values of the KP9:22.5, and FG9:22.5 configurations are 17.72h534

and 18.14h for hydrogen and 5.83h and 5.89h for oxygen. These results demonstrate535

that there is a larger amount of uncertainty in methods that use averaged data for each536

height rather than those that use all the data points from each height independently.537

The eddy covariance uncertainly estimates are also on the order of ∼102 h for hydrogen538

and ∼101 h for oxygen, comparable to the results from the profile averaged points. The539

〈εδ〉 values in Table 1 represent the goodness of fit between equations (20) and (21) with540

equation (22). The statistical techniques of Mann and Lenschow [1994] and Finkelstein541

and Sims [2001] capture variability of σw′δ′ across three orders of magnitude. All eddy542

covariance methods have average uncertainty values for 〈σδET 〉 which are larger then those543

of the non-averaged Keeling and flux gradient methods. Figure 9 shows the calculated544
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uncertainty of the EC22.5 methods, which yields a weak linear trend in log-log space.545

The apparent standard deviation values for the EC22.5(ML) and EC22.5(FS) methods were546

6.85h and 4.15h for hydrogen and 2.71h and 1.97h for oxygen. These values are an547

improvement over the profile average points, however, the eddy covariance estimates result548

in larger uncertainty with respect to the non-averaged methods.549

Uncertainty in each method changes directly with variability in the bulk water vapor550

concentration as well as with bulk water flux for the EC22.5 method. However, when peri-551

ods with low uncertainties are viewed, there are considerably smaller differences between552

the δET estimates produced by each method. Figure 10 shows the differences in δET val-553

ues between the FG9:22.5 and FG9:22.5 results, between the KP9:22.5 and KP22.5 results, and554

between the FG9:22.5 and EC22.5. Differences are plotted with respect to the combined un-555

certainty, σc of both methods. For the ICOS1 and ICOS2 inter-comparisons, most points556

fall within 2 times the combined uncertainty, indicating that the δET values are random557

variables with the same mean and a standard deviation given by σδET . Furthermore the558

comparisons between methods of ICOS1 and ICOS2 are also centered around zero, but559

exhibit differences beyond the 95% interval of 2σc, indicating that δET estimates at the560

different average heights are likely divergent due to short term variations in flux footprint561

and instrument drift.562

5.3. Uncertainty estimator approximations

The development of measurement systems capable of recording isotopic compositions563

at high frequencies enables the collection of large sample counts during observation cam-564

paigns. This development allows for improved precision in the estimation of isotopic flux565

composition [Pataki et al., 2003]. Furthermore, high frequency measurements enable data566
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analysis to be conducted over shorter time intervals, e.g., 30 minute averaging blocks, thus567

avoiding problems of non-stationary biophysical and meteorological forcings.568

When the sample size N is large we can simplify the equations presented in section 3.

For the case of the Keeling plot and flux gradient methods, if N is large and c2v is � 1,

equation (17) and equation (19) are accurately approximated by

σδET (KP ) ≈ σδET (FG) ≈ εδ
1

cv
√
N
. (25)

Therefore, when N is large, cv is small, and βχv|/σχβ ≈ |χv|/σχ, the uncertainty inherent569

in a calculation with the flux gradient method is the same as that of a calculation with570

the Keeling plot method. In the case of the eddy covariance technique, we wish to express571

equation (23) in similar terms as equation (25). Multiplying the the first term of (23) by572

σχ/σχ allows us to rewrite this equation with respect to cv and the correlation coefficient573

rw′χ′
v

as574

σδET (EC) = εδ
1

cv
√
N

(
1∣∣rw′χ′

v

∣∣ +
cvσδv
εδ

)

≈ εδ
1

cv
√
N

(
1∣∣rw′χ′

v

∣∣
)
. (26)

Equation (26) may be obtained from either a derivation of δET based on w′αχv′/w′βχv′575

or from isoflux covariance estimates, with the same final expression. Our results show576

here that uncertainty in eddy covariance estimates of flux isotopic composition can only577

approach that of the flux-gradient or Keeling plot when water vapor and vertical wind578

are perfectly correlated.579

By combining equation (25) with (26) we see that ratio of uncertainty between the eddy

covariance and Keeling plot methods, σδET (EC)/σδET (KP ), is proportional the reciprocal
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of the correlation coefficient between vertical wind speed and water vapor, i.e.,

σδET (EC)

σδET (KP )
= 〈∗εδ〉

1∣∣rw′χ′
v

∣∣ ∝ 1∣∣rw′χ′
v

∣∣ . (27)

Where 〈∗εδ〉 = 〈εδ〉(EC)/〈εδ〉(KP ). Figure 11 depicts this ratio as a function of rw′χ′
v

580

for both hydrogen and oxygen isotopes. The line of 〈∗εδ〉/|rw′χ′
v
| is also shown, and all581

σδET (EC)/σδET (KP ) values fall on or near this line.582

The average apparent standard deviation values, 〈εδ〉, obtained from each of the methods583

are all approximatly greater than or equal to the calibrated instrument uncertainty (Table584

1). Elevated values above calibration precision are attributable to the specific differences585

between the instrument configurations and calculations, however in the limit, the value of586

〈εδ〉 will approach the inherent measurement system noise obtained from lab calibration.587

Given ideal sensor placement and configuration, the values 〈εδ〉 will be equal to instrument588

calibration, 〈∗εδ〉 will be 1, and the proportionality in equation (27) transforms into an589

equals sign. Because the eddy covariance technique invokes the relationship between590

isotope ratios and vertical wind speed, and also the relationship between vertical wind591

speed and water vapor concentration, the degradation of covariance between wind speed592

and water vapor results in larger uncertainties for covariance techniques when estimating593

isotope flux ratios.594

6. Discussion

The results of this study provide useful guidance for optimizing the deployment of595

isotope monitoring equipment and the post-processing of isotope flux data. Though the596

data presented here consists of a relatively short field campaign, the analytical frameworks597

presented in section 3 are valid for any amount of data. The analysis and reporting of598
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uncertainty estimates for isotopic fluxes will be of increasing importance as isotopic tech-599

niques are integrated into standard ecological observation networks, such as the National600

Ecological Observation Network [Keller et al., 2008]. Additionally, the parameterization601

of land surface models using Bayesian frameworks and/or data assimilation schemes are602

improved if quantitative information about the uncertainty of isotopic flux measurements603

is reliably assessed [Ogée et al., 2004; Haverd et al., 2011].604

We demonstrate that - during times of flux - methods utilizing all recorded isotope data605

as independent measurements outperform those methods where information is averaged for606

each height. The increased sample count and larger variability in water vapor observations,607

when 1800 data points instead of 4 are used to predict the slope and intercept of a608

regression line results in a large decrease in uncertainty, as demonstrated in Figure 9.609

Significant improvement in isotope flux ratio measurements is possible by the development610

of laser-based isotope analyzers over traditional cryogenic-based sampling methods. The611

high-frequency capabilities of laser-based isotope systems enables the measurement of612

isotopic composition at ≤ 1Hz, thereby generating enough information to considerably613

decrease the uncertainty of Keeling plots and flux gradient estimates as well as allowing for614

eddy-covariance measurements of isotopic fluxes of water vapor [Griffis et al., 2010]. This615

is a significant improvement in flux estimation over traditional cryogenic-based methods616

used by Keeling [1958] in the original development of his plotting technique or Yakir and617

Wang [1996] in application of time-averaged flux gradient techniques for isotopes.618

At the 30-minute averaging timescale our calculated δET and σδET values for the Keeling619

plot and flux gradient methods were identical (Figure 8) when measured over the same620

vertical profile, as expected from the theory outlined in sections 2 and 3. These results621
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agree with early inter-comparisons of Griffis et al. [2004, 2005], however, later work by622

the same group [Griffis et al., 2007] found differences between the two methodologies in623

both absolute values and the uncertainties associated with these values. Griffis et al.624

[2007] claim that these discrepancies should be attributed to the differences between the625

footprint of a concentration measurement and the footprint of a flux measurement. While626

it has been clearly shown that the footprint of a mean scalar measurement is orders of627

magnitude larger than the footprint of flux measurement [Schmid, 1997, 2002; Kljun et al.,628

2002], it has also been shown that derived fluxes and flux-ratios calculated directly from629

scalar measurements do not have the same footprint as the scalars from which they are630

calculated [Horst, 1999; Stannard, 1997]. We believe that it is unjustified to assume that631

the footprint of δET calculated from a vertical profile with a Keeling plot is the same as632

of footprint of δv simply because the Keeling plot only utilizes scalar measurements. If633

this argument were valid than the footprint of the flux gradient method should also be634

significantly larger then that of eddy covariance measurements, and this has been shown635

not to be the case [Horst, 1999].636

Because the isotopic composition of the flux, expressed as δET orRET , is a representation637

of the ratio of two fluxes, αF/βF , a more direct analogy can be drawn with the Bowen638

ratio, which is the ratio of sensible heat flux to latent heat flux. Both Stannard [1997]639

and Horst [1999] have shown independently that when two fluxes satisfy scalar similarity640

then the footprint of the Bowen ratio is approximately equal to the footprint of eddy641

covariance or flux gradient measurements given that all are measured at the same average642

height. As both the Keeling plot and flux gradient methods are direct tools to assess643

a flux-ratio with the same base data (αχv and βχv), these two methods converge to the644
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same result when calculated over the same time averaging window and vertical profile,645

and therefore likely share the same footprint. A longer averaging window (e.g., 22:00 to646

04:00 hrs local time in Griffis et al. [2007]) allows for non-stationarity in quantities such647

as eddy diffusivities [Kammer et al., 2011] to differentiate the signals obtained from the648

Keeling plot and flux gradient methods. Indeed, as noted by Zhang et al. [2006], at time649

intervals of 2 hrs or less, the Keeling plot and flux gradient methods show much higher650

agreement. Kammer et al. [2011] also observed very close (R2 =.99) results between the651

two methods at short time intervals. However, when Keeling plots are calculated based on652

variations in time from measurements at a single elevation (i.e. the KP22.5 method) then653

the footprint will scale with mean wind velocity and have a significantly larger footprint.654

This mismatch in flux footprint area, as well as variations in cv, are causes for the difference655

between the KP22.5 and KP9:22.5 methods. The inter-method comparison of Santos et al.656

[In Press] also found high correlation between the Keeling plot and flux-gradient method,657

but differences were observed. In their study a Keeling plot was calculated based on658

data from a single height, while the flux-gradient estimate derived from two. Larger659

variability in concentrations observed from the multi-height measurements lead Santos660

et al. [In Press] to accept a much larger percentage of the estimates from the flux-gradient661

calculations and further demonstrates the improvements gained when analyzing variation662

due to vertical, as opposed to temporal, fluctuations.663

Moisture advected into the measurement space or entrained from above the atmospheric664

boundary layer is not considered in the Keeling plot mixing model [Lee et al., 2011], and665

has been known to also affect flux gradient and eddy covariance calculations [Businger,666

1986]. By conducting analysis at 30 minute blocks and only selecting periods of sta-667
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tionary conditions we minimize the influence of these sources of error. Based on the668

similarity of our calculated δET values it is unlikely that entrainment of moisture into the669

boundary layer was significant. Additionally, the simplifications made in section 3.2 of670

εR = εαχv/|χvβ| and |χvβ|/σβχv ≈ |χv|/σχ may not hold for longer intervals when non-671

stationarity in surface conditions occurs, however, at short intervals these relationships672

are validated by the similarity of flux gradient and Keeling plot results. Our analyses673

demonstrate that at short time intervals there is essentially no difference between the674

flux-gradient and Keeling plot methods, given atmospheric entrainment is minor. Ad-675

ditionally, our study, though conducted over a mixed tree/grass savanna, consists of a676

uniform vegetation mixture for distance of 2-5 kilometers in all directions. This con-677

sistent landscape, combined with a physically higher and larger vertical vapor sampling678

range that serves to average any spatial irregularities further diminishes in differences δET .679

We report large values of uncertainty associated with eddy covariance estimates of sur-680

face flux isotope composition. The deployment for eddy covariance δET measurements681

described here suffers from considerable limitations and is not the ideal configuration in682

many regards. Future deployment of a configuration consisting of a faster pump and683

shorter tube length will decease our co-spectral attenuation and likely improve perfor-684

mance. The long tube length and slow pump rate utilized in the system configuration685

result in a decrease in the turbulent information reaching our analyzer and is not the686

ideal setup for eddy covariance measurements of isofluxes. However, a majority of the687

turbulent flux (∼1.5 mmol m−2 s−1 out of ∼2.2 mmol m−2 s−1) is still present in the air688

stream when entering our measurement cell (Figure 5). Of the flux lost in our configura-689

tion, 66% is lost due to the 5.7 second residence time, with the remainder is distributed690
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between tube attenuation, path averaging and block averaging. The observed reduction691

of flux information is compensated for to the best of our ability with frequency response692

corrections [Moore, 1986; Lenschow and Raupach, 1991], resulting in corrected flux esti-693

mates with little bias or offset, FET (ICOS) = −4.2 × 10−6 + 1.02 × FET (Li7500), with694

R2=.97. In our configuration, the sonic anemometer and intake location are placed at695

22.5m above a 4m canopy and we have filtered out periods of atmospheric stability and696

low friction velocities, thus we expect and observe spectral (strong -5/3 power law decay697

Figure 4) and co-spectral shapes to conform to the theoretical shapes used in formulation698

of the frequency response corrections. However, as shown in figure 10, proper estimation699

of uncertainties in δET allows for filtering out data points which we know to be unreli-700

able. In the event that an ideal eddy covariance system did exist, uncertainties in δET701

will remain proportional to 1/rw′χ′
v
, and the apparent system error εδ will not approach702

the inherent instrument precision. We therefore argue that this poor performance is to703

be expected from the eddy covariance techniques, even with ideal configurations, when704

they are used to estimate isotope flux ratios. Our conclusion is based on the examina-705

tion of equations (25) and (26). Experimental research has demonstrated that during706

unstable boundary layer conditions the correlation between scalar fluxes and momentum707

flux degrades [Li and Bou-Zeid, 2011]. Because εδ is present in both equations (25) and708

(26), further improvement in instrument performance will not increase the ability of eddy709

covariance systems to measure isotope fluxes relative to the Keeling plot or flux gradient710

method. The similar recent results of Sturm et al. [2012] also suggest that improvements711

in the instrument performance will only lead to limited improvement in isotopic flux es-712

timates due to inherent uncertainty in eddy covariance methodology. Furthermore Sturm713
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et al. [2012] also conclude, and we agree, that a critical re-evaluation of isotopic equipment714

deployment and estimation techniques is required.715

Our derived expressions for the uncertainty of isotopic composition of surface fluxes716

were all formulated with respect to instrument precision, εδ, and atmospheric water vapor717

variability, cv. Given that εδ and sample count N are determined by the device used to718

perform the isotope analysis, the preferred physical configuration for vapor collection is719

typically the one which maximizes the range of vapor sample concentrations [Pataki et al.,720

2003; Kayler et al., 2010; Zobitz et al., 2006]. While the range of observed concentrations is721

highly correlated to the coefficient of variation observed (e.g rcv ,range ∼.91 for ICOS1), the722

cv is directly related to δET uncertainty through statistical functions developed in sections723

2 and 3, and represents a more universal independent reference metric. Figure 12 provides724

the calculated values of cv as a function of measurement height normalized by the Obukhov725

length (z/L). For a given set of atmospheric conditions, increasing height is associated726

with increasing cv values and thus improved estimates of δET . However, as is evident in727

the non-linear trend functions fit to the data, increasingly large changes in z are needed to728

obtain improvements in cv. Also evident is the fact that the cv values calculated from the729

ICOS2 data, which included air samples from a profile of measurements, are larger than730

those calculated with the ICOS1 data, which were recorded at a single point. Thus the731

sampling profile of instrument configurations should be installed across a wide range of732

heights so as to maximize the vapor concentration sampling range of isotope samples. Over733

the course of 18 months of tower vapor concentration measurements, our raw δv values734

span a range of ∼ 80h for hydrogen isotopes and ∼ 14h for oxygen isotopes. This broad735

range necessitates a likely cutoff threshold for our system of cv of approximately 0.005, if736
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maximum uncertainties of ∼ 10h for hydrogen isotopes and ∼ 4h for oxygen isotopes737

are desired for δET estimates to be within the limits of meaningful variations.738

7. Conclusion

We have reported measurements and associated uncertainties for the isotope ratios of739

hydrogen and oxygen in water vapor surface fluxes. These measurements were made740

using both vapor profiling techniques and eddy covariance measurements with off axis741

integrated cavity output spectroscopy. This study is the first to report eddy covariance of742

isotope ratios of water vapor calculated with off axis ICOS systems, as well as the first to743

preform a detailed study of the uncertainties inherent in these measurements. We have744

presented expressions for the expected uncertainty of δET measurements based on the745

Keeling plot, flux gradient, and eddy covariance methods. These uncertainty estimators746

are expressed in terms of the inherent system precision, εδ, and sampling frequency, N , of747

the instrument used, as well as the variability of water vapor concentration, cv, observed748

during the measurement period.749

We conclude that measurements made utilizing the high frequency capabilities of laser-750

based isotope analyzers allow for improvement over traditional flask trapping techniques751

where average samples are collected during intervals. This improvement is due to the larger752

variability in vapor measurements observed as well as improved statistical resolution due753

to larger sample counts. We find that results and associated uncertainties calculated from754

the Keeling plot and flux gradient methods are nearly identical during short periods, as755

expected from the derived uncertainty estimators. Additionally, we demonstrate that the756

uncertainty of flux ratio estimates calculated with the eddy covariance method are signifi-757

cantly larger than those estimated from the Keeling plot or flux gradient techniques. This758
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degradation in methodological precision is attributed to the loss of information inherent759

when relating one isotope to another via a third component to the calculations, vertical760

wind fluctuations. The loss of precision is found to be proportional to the inverse of the761

correlation coefficient between w′ and χ′v. Finally, we examine the consequence of sample762

deployment configuration on the observer range of water vapor measurements. We show763

that sampling schemes drawing vapor from a wider range variety of heights leads to more764

precise estimates of δET . The results of this study provide a framework for assessing and765

optimizing the estimation of isotopic ratios in surface fluxes.766

In summary, we have outlined techniques to assess the precision of estimates of surface767

vapor flux isotope composition. When choosing between implementation methods, we768

urge the practitioner to exercise caution, and to consider not only the precision of a given769

methodology, but also the associated assumptions influencing its accuracy. Furthermore,770

the presented techniques are developed with the isotopic flux-ratio, δET or RET , in mind,771

and if estimation of individual isotope fluxes, isoforcing, or isoflux is desired, different772

metrics of uncertainty must be developed. While the two part mixing model of the773

Keeling plot is the most straightforward, the consequences of non-stationary conditions774

as well as sensitivity to variability in source heterogeneity weaken the predictive power775

of this method. In the case of the flux gradient technique, the difficulty of resolving776

gradients as well as sampling constraints should be considered during implementation777

and deployment. However, many of the classical drawbacks inherent in the flux-gradient778

method do not factor into this technique because of cancelations which occur when taking779

the ratio of the two fluxes of nearly identical constituents observed at the same heights.780

The eddy covariance technique has been demonstrated as the most reliable method for781
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assessing the fluxes of water, carbon, and energy from the surface, but its application782

to isotope research should be applied with caution. As the total surface flux of water783

decreases (proportional to rw′χ′
v
), the ability of this technique to resolve the relationship784

between the flux of the light and heavy isotopologues diminishes rapidly.785
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Appendix A: Estimation of Covariance Uncertainty

We wish to express the uncertainty of a covariance calculation as a function of a random

error associated with the scalar measurement. Let the vertical wind measurements, ~w,

be a vector of length n with mean w and standard deviation σw. Similarly, let the scalar

measurements, ~c, be a vector of length n with mean c. Given ~w and ~c the sample covariance

is

Cov(~w,~c) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(wi − w) (ci − c) . (A1)

Random system noise, Z, an independent and identically distributed random variable, is

drawn from an unknown distribution with mean zero (i.e., the expected value of Z, E[Z]

= 0) and is added to each member of the scalar vector ~c. As the random variable ~Z now

influences the covariance, the value of Cov(~w,~c + ~Z) is itself a random variable, denoted

by Y. The random variable Y is then the covariance of the scalar signal with introduced

noise and vertical wind measurement is given by:

Y = Cov(~w,~c+ ~Z) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(wi − w) (ci − c+ Zi) . (A2)
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The variance of Y, formally defined as Var[Y] = E[(Y − E[Y])2], is then derived using1036

the properties of variance as:1037

Var(Y) = Var
( 1

n

n∑
i=1

(wi − w) (ci − c+ Zi)
)

= Var
(

Cov(~w,~c) +
1

n

n∑
i=1

(wi − w) Zi

)
=

1

n2
Var
( n∑
i=1

(wi − w) Zi

)
=

1

n2

n∑
i=1

Var(wiZi)− w2Var(Zi)

=
1

n2

n∑
i=1

w2Var(Zi) + (E[Z])2σ2
w

+ σ2
wVar(Zi)− w2Var(Zi)

=
1

n2

n∑
i=1

σ2
wVar(Zi)

=
1

n
σ2
wVar(Z) (A3)

Following Goodman [1962] we expand Var(wiZi) with the assumption that Z is indepen-1038

dent of ~w. Thus we find that the variance of an estimated covariance with random noise1039

added to the scalar term is equal to the variance of the first member multiplied by the1040

variance of the noise term divided by the number of samples.1041

Appendix B: Calculation of Individual Isotopologues from ICOS data

The mixing ratios of individual isotopolouges were calculated from the Los Gatos Inc.1042

ICOS output. In the case of hydrogen, we assume vapor only containes the two most1043

abundant isotopologues, 2H and 1H. Therefore χv = 1
2

(
αχv + βχv

)
, where α refers to 2H1044

and refers to β = 1H. The ICOS system records the total mixing ratio which was converted1045

χv (the dry molar mixing ratio) and atomic isotope ratio, α/βRv, in the internal chamber.1046
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Given that α/βR =α χv/
βχv, the mixing ratios of αχv and βχv for hydrogen isotopologues1047

are:1048

αχv = 2χv
α/βR

1 +α/β R
(B1)

βχv = 2χv
1

1 +α/β R
(B2)

For the case of oxygen isotopologues, the concentration of 17O is considered in addition

to 16O and 18O. Therefore we have χv =α χv + χγ +β χv, where α refers to 18O, γ refers

to 17O, and β refers to 16O. We use the following relationship

Rγ/β

R
γ/β
std

=

(
α/βR

α/βRstd

)λ
(B3)

to estimate the value of γ/βR, with λ = 0.52 [Miller, 2002] and VSMOW ratios from1049

De Laeter et al. [2003]. We note that γ/βR =γ χ/βχv, therefore we have χv =α χv +β
1050

χv(1 +γ/β R). The mixing ratios of αχv and βχv for oxygen isotopologues are then:1051

αχv = χv
α/βR

1 +α/β R +γ/β R
(B4)

βχv = χv
1

1 +α/β R +γ/β R
(B5)
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Figures And Tables

Table 1. Average estimated standard deviation of random errors, 〈εδ〉 [h], and average

uncertainty, 〈σδET 〉 [h], for different methods and ICOS configurations from 80 half-hour blocks.

The ICOS system and number of data points used in each block are also listed. Results of

laboratory calibrations with known vapor sources for ICOS1 and ICOS2 are also given.

Configuration 2H 18O
Method ICOS N 〈εδ〉 〈σδET 〉 〈εδ〉 〈σδET 〉
KP22.5 1 1800 2.20 4.62 0.87 1.78
KP9:22.5 2 4 17.72 78.91 5.83 24.91
KP9:22.5 2 1200 2.53 6.15 0.62 1.42
FG9:22.5 2 4 18.14 80.99 5.89 24.69
FG9:22.5 2 1200 2.53 6.13 0.62 1.42
EC22.5 (ML) 1 1800 6.85 66.24 2.71 24.60
EC22.5 (FS) 1 1800 4.15 37.77 1.97 15.23
Lab calibration 1 2.21 - 0.60 -
Lab calibration 2 1.61 - 0.73 -

Table 2. Tabulated relationships between δET values calculated with each method from 80

half-hour blocks. Relationships are expressed in the form y=A+Bx [h], with root mean squared

errors [h] in parentheses. Bold regression trends are plotted in Figure 8.

δET
2H [h]

↓y \ x→ KP22.5 KP9:22.5 KP9:22.5 FG9:22.5 FG9:22.5 EC22.5

KP22.5 -34.7+.12x (48) -26.8+.43x (43) -34.3+.12x (48) -26.9+.43x(43) -37.4+.39x (41)

KP9:22.5 -23.5+.66x (114) -1.4+1.54x (78) 3.2+.99x (18) -1.6+1.54x (78) -49.1+.11x (119)

KP9:22.5 -7.8+.59x (50) -13.2+.37x (38) -11.9+.37x (39) -0.1+1.0x (1) -30.4+.12x (58)

FG9:22.5 -27.2+.66x (114) -4.4+.98x (18) -5.4+1.53x (78) -5.6+1.52x (79) -52.6+.11x (118)

FG9:22.5 -7.7+.59x (50) -13.2+.37x (38) 0+1.0x (1) -11.9+.37x (39) -30.3+.12x (58)

EC22.5 8.7+.51x (48) -11.1+.02x (56) -8.8+.11x (56) -11+.02x (56) -8.8+.11x (56)

δET
18O [h]

KP22.5 -1.9-.14x (18) -3-.29x (18) -1.9-.14x (18) -3-.29x (18) -2.8+.10x (20)

KP9:22.5 -12.8-.74x (41) 3.3+1.6x (29) -0.1+1.02x (4) 3.3+1.6x (29) -14.1+.13x (43)

KP9:22.5 -10-.34x (19) -5.5+.35x (13) -5.5+.36x (13) 0+1.0x (0) -12+.19x (20)

FG9:22.5 -12.5-.73x (40) 0+.98x (4) 3.5+1.59x (28) 3.5+1.59x (28) -13.8+.13x (42)

FG9:22.5 -10-.34x (19) -5.5+.35x (13) 0+1.0x (0) -5.5+.36x (13) -12+.19x (20)

EC22.5 10.2+.12x (22) 11.5+.04x (23) 13.5+.25x (23) 11.5+.04x (23) 13.5+.25x (23)
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Control Shed 
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 Data transmission line 
 Gas transmission line 

A:  Sonic Anemometer 
B:  Infra Red Gas Analyzer 
C:  ICOS 1 intake at 22.5m 
D:  ICOS 2 intake at 22.5m 
E:  ICOS 2 intake at 18.0m 
F:  ICOS 2 intake at 13.5m 
G:  ICOS 2 intake at  9.0m 
H: 6 Port manifold 
I:   8 Port SDM controller 
J:  Dataloggers 
K:  Laptop 
L:  ICOS 1 
M:  Pump 1 
N:  ICOS 2 
O:  Pump 2 
P:  Guy wire       

J K 

Manifold 
 Enclosure 
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P 

Figure 1. Schematic of the equipment configuration on the eddy covariance tower at the

Mpala Research Center, Kenya. Two commercial water vapor isotope analyzers (L and N) are

connected to intakes at multiple heights (C and D-G), with the upper most intake collocated with

a sonic anemometer (A) and infra-red gas analyzer (B).
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Figure 2. Example plots showing the different configurations and methods used in this

study to calculate δET for the stable isotopes of hydrogen (left plots) and oxygen (right plots).

Calculations are made using data from one height at 22.5m (subscript 22.5), data from four

heights at 9, 14.5, 18, and 22.5m (subscript 9:22.5), and data from the same four heights but

with all data at each height averaged (9:22.5), see methods section for complete description.

Individual data points used in the calculations shown are from May 7th 2011 at 14:00-14:30hrs,

and the calculated values of δET with 1σδET error bars are shown on the right axis of each plot.

The Keeling plot method (top plots) estimates δET through linear regression to the vertical axis.

The flux gradient method (middle plots) estimates δET from the slope of a linear regression of

αχv against βχv. With the eddy covariance method (bottom plots), the value of δET is calculated

from the covariance of w and δv.
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Figure 3. Calibration results for ICOS1 and ICOS2. Calibrated 1σ values for ICOS1 are

2.20h for 2H and 0.60h for 18O. Calibrated 1σ values for ICOS2 are 1.61h for 2H and 0.73h

for 18O.
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Figure 4. Normalized power spectra for bulk water vapor (χv) and its isotopic composition

(δ2H and δ18O). Spectra are computed from 10 minute intervals for all 80 selected time blocks

then averaged. Spectra were then bin averaged using 10 logarithmically spaced intervals per

decade.
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Figure 5. Integral cospectra of water vapor flux (top left), final corrected flux estimates (bot-

tom left) and normalized cospectra of water vapor fluxes and isoforcings (right). Cospectra are

computed from 10 minute intervals for all 80 selected time blocks then averaged. The cospectra

were then bin averaged using 10 logarithmically spaced intervals per decade.
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Figure 6. Comparison of covariance uncertainty estimator of Mann and Lenschow [1994]

(ML, black triangles) and Finkelstein and Sims [2001] (FS, gray triangles) with that found by

propagation of random errors (PE, equation 22). Values for 〈εδ〉, from Table 1, were estimated

by a non-linear regression fit between the ML and FS estimators with equation (22).
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Figure 7. Mean diurnal cycle of isotope flux composition for 2H and 18O. Each point is the

average of all 30-minute blocks for that half hour from May 6 to May 11, 2011. Inset figures

depict mid-day (8:00AM to 4:00PM) values. Flux-gradient method results are identical to the

Keeling plot results and are not show.
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Figure 8. Comparison between δET calculated using all the profile points of ICOS2 with a

Keeling plot (KP9:22.5) and other methods. For both hydrogen and oxygen isotopes, the Keeling

plot and flux gradient estimates (FG9:22.5, red ◦’s) of δET are nearly identical when using the

ICOS2 profile data individually (red dotted line on top of 1:1 line). The methods using the height

averaged values (KP9:22.5 and FG9:22.5, gray ×’s) also yield similarly biased δET values relative

to the profile methods with all points treated individually. Values from methods using ICOS1

(KP22.5 and EC22.5, black N’s and +’s) are weakly correlated with those of ICOS2.
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Figure 9. Uncertainty in estimates of the isotopic composition of evapotranspiration, σδET

[h], as a function of the coefficient of variation of atmospheric water vapor, cv(χ) [-], for Keeling

plot (left), flux gradient (middle), and eddy covariance (right) techniques. Individual values

of uncertainty estimates of δET for 2H and 18O are calculated using least squares regression

techniques of equations (12)-(15) and the Mann and Lenschow [1994] and Finkelstein and Sims

[2001] methods. Regression lines are plotted using equations (17), (19), and (23) with 〈εδ〉 values

from Table 1. The mean values of rw′χ′
v
, and σδ were used in equation (23) to plot the σδ(EC)

regression.
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Figure 10. Difference in δET estimates as a function of combined uncertainty, σc. Combined

uncertainty is the sum of the uncertainties associated with each method. Comparison between

methods on each ICOS system and the same heights, FG9:22.5 versus FG9:22.5 (red ◦’s) and KP22.5

versus EC22.5 (black N’s), mostly fall within two standard deviations of the combined uncertainty

with differences diminishing at lower σc values. The comparison of results between observations

at 22.5m and centered at 13.5m, KP9:22.5 versus KP22.5 (gray ×’s), yield larger differences in δET

estimates denoting changes in the total flux composition.
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Figure 11. Ratio of expected uncertainty of the eddy covariance method, σδET (EC22.5), to

that of the Keeling plot method, σδET (KP22.5), as a function of the correlation coefficient of

vertical wind speed and water vapor mixing ratio, rw′χ′
v
. The EC method is always less precise

than the KP method, with ratio values > 1 consistently, and is proportional to 1/rw′χ′
v

as given

by equation (27) (with 〈∗εδ〉=3.1 from Table 1).
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Figure 12. Coefficient of variation in atmospheric water vapor, cv(χv), as a function of

atmospheric stability, −z/L. Values of cv(χv) from ICOS1 data (solid line and +’s) are calculated

from all data collected at 22.5m during each 30min averaging block. cv values from ICOS2 data

(dashed line and ×’s) are calculated using all heights for each 30min period. Red points are cv

values calculated individually from each 7.5 minute period at the different profile heights.
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